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Pretty in pink
A natural Gala/Splendour cross, Pacific Rose™ gets its
signature pink hue from Splendour (a heritage apple
variety from New Zealand). Its unique taste profile
combines both parents’ flavors to perfection.
Refreshing, sweet and crisp—the distinctive
rosy-pink blush makes a “too pretty to resist” colour
break for your apple set.

Sweeter with age
Pacific Rose™ is a large-sizing apple variety with a
thin skin and good shelf life. It will keep for more
than a month when refrigerated, and becomes
pleasingly sweeter as the starch converts to sugar.
Ideally suited for fresh snacking and adding crunch
to salads, Pacific Rose™ has the natural sweetness to
enhance any dish.
Available from Washington November-April.

Three outstanding varieties now
available from CMI Orchards;
Jazz®, Envy® and Pacific Rose®.

